
Marcus Vorre won at last; Gorostaeva and Jenkins very close.
Marcus Vorre obtained his first victory in the last event of the Borrufa Trophy 2014, the Supergiant slalom. The Danish skier 
was very close to winning in the two previous events, but he had to content himself with the second position. The excite-
ment was in the battle for the rest of the places on the podium, the differences were very small and in the end it was Iain 
Innes from Great Britain and the Spaniard Enric Parellada who got the spots. In this final day of competition, three of the 
Andorran boys made it into the top 10: Robert Martí (5th), Albert Pérez (6th) and Alex Rius (10th).

The competition took a different turn in the U16F category, where the Russian skier Anastasia Gorostaeva only just beat 
Megan Jenkins from Great Britain by 6 tenth of a second. The Spaniard Carla Vilalta was third, followed by Marta Ribó 
(AND1) and Abril Valle (ARG1), who also got medals in the final podium.
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The general opinion amongst the people that have been on the slopes for this Borrufa Trophy 2014 is that the teams that 
were expected to perform greatly, like Spain, Russia and Andorra, were indeed on top of most of the rankings.  Argentina, 
mainly thanks to Juan Cruz Begino who was outstanding, exceeded the expectations. It is also worth mentioning the per-
formance of the girls from the Netherlands and from Belgium in both categories, since they’ve been in all the battles for 
podium places. About the improvement of these teams, Mr Mihai Bara, ECOA trainer, made the following comment: The 
best skiers from these teams train with elite national teams, that don’t participate in the Borrufa.
Some other predictions however weren’t met. Serbia, Montenegro and even France, which has had great results in previ-
ous years, weren’t as competitive as expected.
As for the skiers as individuals, the two victories of Robert Martí amongst the boys of the U16 category stood out. As did 
the same amount of victories obtained by Juan Cruz Begino and Samantha McLellan in the U14 category of this Borrufa 
Trophy 2014.

Teams final ranking.

1.-Spain1, 422 points, 2.-Andorra1, 385 p., 3.-Russia, 248 p., 4.-Argentina1, 246 p., 5.-Great Britain, 211 p., 6.-France1 
174 p., 7.-Netherlands1, 155 p., 8.-Belgium, 147 p., 9.-Denmark, 114 p., 10.-Spain2, 92 p.


